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RISKS OF INVESTING IN INNOVATION
Please note: Companies that ARK believes are capitalizing on disruptive innovation and developing technologies to displace older technologies or 
create new markets may not in fact do so. ARK aims to educate investors and seeks to size the potential investment opportunity, noting that risks 
and uncertainties may impact our projections and research models. Investors should use the content presented for informational purposes only, 
and be aware of market risk, disruptive innovation risk, regulatory risk, and risks related to certain innovation areas. 

Please read risk disclosure carefully.

Disruptive 
Innovation

Rapid Pace of Change

Uncertainty and Unknowns 

Exposure Across Sectors and Market Cap

RISK OF INVESTING IN INNOVATION

Regulatory Hurdles

Competitive Landscape

Political or Legal Pressure

à Aim to understand the regulatory, market, sector, 
and company risks. (See Risk and Disclosure Page)

à Aim for a cross-sector understanding of technology
and combine top-down and bottom-up research.
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ARK’S KEY TAKEAWAYS

1. Bitcoin closed the month of 
June down nearly 40%, 
declining from $31,780 to 
$19,980.

2. Contagion in the crypto 
markets continued as 
Celsius and Three Arrows 
Capital came undone.

3. Market contagion sends 
bitcoin into capitulation.

4. Despite record-high realized 
losses, unrealized losses 
could allow further 
downside.

5. Uncertain macro conditions 
are weighing on bitcoin’s 
recovery and outlook.

Bitcoin Market Summary | June 2022
Market Sentiment

Following Terra’s collapse, leverage is unwinding across the crypto ecosystem, 
catalyzed by a “bank run” on Celsius and the insolvency of high-profile fund Three 
Arrows Capital (3AC).

While further contagion in the coming weeks is possible, the size of the fallout 
associated with recent events is diminishing, which is promising.

On-Chain Activity

For the first time since March 2020, bitcoin is trading below its cost basis, a level that 
historically has marked global capitulation.

Miners appear to be under pressure as profitability has compressed significantly.

Although realized losses are at record highs, unrealized losses could cause further 
downside.

Macro

Credit default swaps and the Treasury yield curve (10y-2y) are signaling a recession 
and, yet, the Fed continues to tighten to curb inflation.

The behavior of commodities like gold and copper suggests that inflation will not be 
as long-lasting as the Fed fears.

ARK’s View: Bearish

Source: ARK Investment Management LLC, 2022. Data from Glassnode unless otherwise specified. Data valid as of June 28, 2022, and subject to change. For more information 
on certain terms, please read our Appendix: Glossary Of Terms on page 25 of this report. For informational purposes only and should not be considered investment advice or 
a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold any particular security or cryptocurrency.  Forecasts are inherently limited and cannot be relied upon.

ARK’s View: Bullish

ARK’s View: Bearish

https://studio.glassnode.com/metrics?a=BTC&m=addresses.ActiveCount
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- Ethereum's Ropsten Proof-of-Stake “Test Merge” Goes Live

- Terraform Labs Ordered To Cooperate With SEC Probe Regarding Mirror Protocol
- Celsius Halts Withdrawals

- Coinbase, BlockFi, Gemini, And Others Announce Layoffs

- Counterparties Liquidate Three Arrows Capital

- Finblox Limits Withdrawals

- Babel Limits Withdrawals
- FTX Extends $250 Million Credit Line To BlockFi

- Voyager Reveals Three Arrows Capital Exposure, Limits Withdrawals, And Announces $500 Million Credit Line From 

Alameda

- Coinflex Halts Withdrawals

- Hackers Steal $100 Million From Harmony Cross-Chain Bridge
- BVI Court Orders Three Arrows Liquidation

- Voyager Issues Notice Of Default To Three Arrows Capital For Unsecured $660 Million Loan

Information as of June 28, 2022. 
For informational purposes only and should not be considered investment advice or a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold any particular security or cryptocurrency. News 
articles are collated by ARK’s crypto team to provide readers with what they believe to be broad market news of the cryptocurrency ecosystem.

News Of The Month

https://www.theblockcrypto.com/post/150864/ethereums-ropsten-proof-of-stake-test-merge-goes-live
https://www.theblockcrypto.com/post/151069/terraform-labs-ordered-to-cooperate-with-sec-probe-of-mirror-protocol
https://www.theblockcrypto.com/post/151069/terraform-labs-ordered-to-cooperate-with-sec-probe-of-mirror-protocol
https://www.theblock.co/linked/151522/crypto-lending-firm-celsius-pauses-withdrawals-and-transfers-citing-market-conditions
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-06-14/coinbase-to-lay-off-18-of-workers-as-crypto-downturn-worsens?sref=1f7Aj053
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/06/16/blockfi-liquidated-three-arrows-capital-report/
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/06/16/finblox-imposes-15k-monthly-withdrawal-limit-amid-three-arrows-capital-uncertainty/
https://www.theblock.co/post/152677/babel-finance-suspends-withdrawals-citing-unusual-liquidity-pressures
https://blockworks.co/blockfi-inks-250m-credit-deal-with-ftx-to-ease-liquidity-fears/
https://www.theblock.co/post/153813/voyager-digital-lowers-daily-withdrawal-limits
https://coinflex.com/blog/coinflex-update-on-withdrawals/
https://www.theblock.co/linked/153973/harmonys-cross-chain-bridge-hit-by-eth-theft-worth-nearly-100-million
https://www.theblock.co/post/154368/celsius-seeks-show-of-client-support-as-lawyers-push-for-chapter-11-bankruptcy
https://fortune.com/2022/06/27/voyager-three-arrows-capital-crypto-default-notice/
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Section 2

Following Terra’s Collapse, Leverage Is Unwinding 
Across The Crypto Ecosystem
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Beginning with the 
Terra collapse in early 
May, contagion spread 
to major crypto lenders 
including Blockfi, 
Celsius, Babel, Voyager, 
CoinFlex, contributing 
to the insolvency of the 
once highly-respected 
hedge fund, Three 
Arrows Capital (3AC). 
Since Terra’s collapse, 
total crypto market 
capitalization has 
dropped ~$640 billion.

In our view, we could 
see more signs of 
contagion in the 
coming weeks. 
Promisingly, 
however, recent fallout 
(Babel, Voyager, 
CoinFlex, Finblox) 
appears lower in 
magnitude compared 
to Terra, Celsius, and 
3AC.

Contagion Is Spreading Across The Crypto Ecosystem

Source: ARK Investment Management LLC, 2022. Articles from Coindesk (1,2,3, 4), The Block (1,2,3,4,5,6,7), Twitter (1,2), and Blockworks (1). Information as of June 29, 2022. For 
informational purposes only and should not be considered investment advice or a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold any particular security or cryptocurrency. Forecasts 
are inherently limited and cannot be relied upon. 

UST breaks $1 peg

Terra blockchain halted 
amid death spiral

Celsius details Terra exposure,
3AC defends Terra position

Celsius's illiquidity 
on DeFi positions 
circulates

Celsius halts 
withdrawals

3AC insolvency 
rumors

Counterparties liquidate 3AC

Finblox limits 
withdrawals

Babel halts withdrawals

FTX extends $250m 
loan to BlockFi

Voyager announces 3AC 
exposure, $500m Alameda loan

CoinFlex halts 
withdrawals

Voyager limits 
withdrawals

Court 
orders 3AC 
liquidation

5/1 5/8 5/15 5/22 5/29 6/5 6/12 6/19 6/26

Following Terra’s Collapse, Leverage Is Unwinding Across The Crypto Ecosystem

https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/05/08/ust-briefly-loses-peg-luna-drops-10/
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/06/16/blockfi-liquidated-three-arrows-capital-report/
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/06/16/finblox-imposes-15k-monthly-withdrawal-limit-amid-three-arrows-capital-uncertainty/
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/06/22/voyager-digital-requests-loan-repayment-from-3ac-considers-issuing-default-notice/
https://www.theblock.co/post/146615/terra-blockchain-halted-to-protect-against-possible-attack
https://www.theblock.co/post/146752/celsius-pulled-half-a-billion-dollars-out-of-anchor-protocol-amid-terra-chaos
https://www.theblock.co/linked/151522/crypto-lending-firm-celsius-pauses-withdrawals-and-transfers-citing-market-conditions
https://www.theblock.co/post/152677/babel-finance-suspends-withdrawals-citing-unusual-liquidity-pressures
https://www.theblock.co/post/154368/celsius-seeks-show-of-client-support-as-lawyers-push-for-chapter-11-bankruptcy
https://www.theblock.co/post/154468/coinflex-plans-new-token-to-raise-funds-days-after-halting-withdrawals
https://www.theblock.co/post/153813/voyager-digital-lowers-daily-withdrawal-limits
https://twitter.com/MikeBurgersburg/status/1532922903418875904
https://twitter.com/MoonOverlord/status/1536692319004549125?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1536692319004549125%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fcointelegraph.com%2Fnews%2Fsu-zhu-s-cryptic-statement-as-rumors-swirl-of-3ac-liquidation-and-insolvency
https://blockworks.co/blockfi-inks-250m-credit-deal-with-ftx-to-ease-liquidity-fears/
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Crypto Lending Platform Celsius Freezes Withdrawals In Response To Significant Outflows

Following Terra’s Collapse, Leverage Is Unwinding Across The Crypto Ecosystem

Source: ARK Investment Management LLC, 2022. Data sourced from Celsius, Zapper. Information as of June 29, 2022. For informational purposes only and should not be 
considered investment advice or a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold any particular security or cryptocurrency. Forecasts are inherently limited and cannot be relied upon. 

Known Celsius Ether Positions as of June 30th

Liquid (ETH) Semi-Liquid (stETH) Illiquid (ETH2) Total

Ether Deposits 189k 410k 325k 923k

% of Known Deposits 21% 44% 35% 100%
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Source: Celsius Weekly Youtube AMA

Celsius Saw Outflows of Over 219k ETH 
Between April 22nd and Halting Withdrawals on June 12th

Celsius froze withdrawals 
on June 12th in response 
to significant outflows. 
Its DeFi debt outstanding 
is $631 million but the 
magnitude of its non-
DeFi exposure is unclear.

In decentralized 
protocols, Celsius used 
customer deposits as 
collateral, against which 
it borrowed stablecoins
to lend to third parties at 
higher rates.

As outflows accelerated, 
Celsius was unable to 
pay down outstanding 
DeFi loans to free up the 
collateral—a problem 
compounded both by its 
relatively illiquid position 
in Lido’s liquid staked 
ether (stETH) and by its 
direct deposits into 
Ethereum’s Proof-of-
Stake contract (ETH2).

https://www.youtube.com/c/CelsiusNetwork/videos
https://zapper.fi/bundle/0x8aceab8167c80cb8b3de7fa6228b889bb1130ee8%2C0x1cedc0f3af8f9841b0a1f5c1a4ddc6e1a1629074%2C0x87a67e7dc32fdc79853d780c6f516312b4a503b5%2C0xeee27662c2b8eba3cd936a23f039f3189633e4c8%2C0xc131701ea649afc0bfcc085dc13304dc0153dc2e%2C0x84e1f49a6b65882c7365b6a775999cfcb481f22f%2C0xcf7a68127285c7c6c8546ce51b89d7e820f6d294%2C0x4f6742badb049791cd9a37ea913f2bac38d01279%2C0xdbaa0bcec419c47a75efbb93c745aebae3fe9c7b%2C0x3b6543ebe26824bd8156a103063f56ce50f88080%2C0xef22c14f46858d5ac61326497b056974167f2ee1%2C0x3be6d80fdce385358f5762998882efc282df7b9a%2C0x845cbcb8230197f733b59cfe1795f282786f212c%2C0x0fc8415a9b8f535e9f48ba245b1b18a37fb03a90%2C0x8665d75ff2db29355428b590856505459bb675e3?label=Celsius+Wallets+Combined&id=0x7d3a40822eb2701f5d08e3a24b0bfefbd173e1ae&addresses=0x8aceab8167c80cb8b3de7fa6228b889bb1130ee8%2C0x1cedc0f3af8f9841b0a1f5c1a4ddc6e1a1629074%2C0x87a67e7dc32fdc79853d780c6f516312b4a503b5%2C0xeee27662c2b8eba3cd936a23f039f3189633e4c8%2C0xc131701ea649afc0bfcc085dc13304dc0153dc2e%2C0x84e1f49a6b65882c7365b6a775999cfcb481f22f%2C0xcf7a68127285c7c6c8546ce51b89d7e820f6d294%2C0x4f6742badb049791cd9a37ea913f2bac38d01279%2C0xdbaa0bcec419c47a75efbb93c745aebae3fe9c7b%2C0x3b6543ebe26824bd8156a103063f56ce50f88080%2C0xef22c14f46858d5ac61326497b056974167f2ee1%2C0x3be6d80fdce385358f5762998882efc282df7b9a%2C0x845cbcb8230197f733b59cfe1795f282786f212c%2C0x0fc8415a9b8f535e9f48ba245b1b18a37fb03a90%2C0x8665d75ff2db29355428b590856505459bb675e3&tab=history
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Three Arrows Capital 
(3AC), a highly regarded 
crypto hedge fund 
reportedly managing 
$18 billion at its peak, 
appears to be insolvent 
after taking on too 
much leverage.

3AC was heavily 
exposed to the Terra 
ecosystem and to an 
arbitrage play 
associated with GBTC. 
Both trades turned 
against it.

Seemingly, 3AC took on 
excess leverage to try 
and recover the losses. 
Its creditors included 
major players in the 
industry like Genesis, 
BlockFi, Voyager, and 
FTX. 3AC also managed 
the treasuries of several 
portfolio investments, 
perhaps putting them 
at risk.

Following Terra’s Collapse, Leverage Is Unwinding Across The Crypto Ecosystem

Source: ARK Investment Management LLC, 2022. Portfolio investments sourced from Three Arrows Capital. Counterparties sourced from The Block (1, 2), CoinDesk, Fortune. 
Information as of June 30, 2022. For informational purposes only and should not be considered investment advice or a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold any particular 
security or cryptocurrency. Forecasts are inherently limited and cannot be relied upon.

Three Arrows Capital Appears To Be Insolvent

Known 3AC Counterparties

Select 3AC Portfolio Investments

https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/06/28/research-firm-fsinsight-accuses-three-arrows-capital-of-running-a-madoff-style-ponzi-scheme/
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/06/28/research-firm-fsinsight-accuses-three-arrows-capital-of-running-a-madoff-style-ponzi-scheme/
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/06/28/research-firm-fsinsight-accuses-three-arrows-capital-of-running-a-madoff-style-ponzi-scheme/
https://onthebrink-podcast.com/roundup-06-24-22/
https://blockworks.co/three-arrows-backed-protocol-says-major-chunk-of-treasury-is-unaccounted-for/
https://www.threearrowscap.com/select-investments/
https://www.theblock.co/post/152665/ftx-deribit-bitmex-liquidated-three-arrows-capital
https://www.theblock.co/post/154681/a-leaked-investor-call-revealed-morgan-creeks-bid-for-blockfi-here-are-four-more-big-takeaways-from-the-call
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/06/22/voyager-digital-requests-loan-repayment-from-3ac-considers-issuing-default-notice/
https://fortune.com/2022/06/30/crypto-lender-genesis-trading-faces-hundreds-of-millions-in-potential-losses-three-arrows-capital/
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Section 3

Market Contagion Sets Bitcoin Into Capitulation
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Bitcoin Metrics1 Unit June 2022 1M Change 1Y Change ARK’s View

Network Security

Mining Difficulty Exahash/sec1
(thousands) 127 -1.09% +48.36% Neutral

Miner Revenue
(7-Day Moving Average)

USD
(millions) $18.6 -32.3% -8.82% Bearish

Network Usage

Active Owners2
(Active Entities, 7-Day Moving Average) thousands 241 -7.62% +9.74% Neutral

Transaction Volume2
(7-Day Moving Average)

BTC
(thousands) 236.7 +32.75% +1.17% Bullish

Holder Behavior

Long-Term-Holder Supply2
(Coins Held for 155 Days+)

BTC
(millions) 13.33 -1.11% +11.26% Neutral

Locked Supply2
(Illiquid Supply)

BTC
(millions) 14.63 +0.96% +4.94% Bullish

Time-Weighted Turnover2
(Coindays Destroyed, 

7-Day Median)

Coindays
(millions) 11.15 +23.75% +28.9% Bearish

[1] For more information on these metrics and their units of account, please read the Appendix: Glossary Of Terms on page 25 of this report.
[2] Data may be subject to change over time since it is entity-adjusted in real time via a machine-learning algorithm.
Source: ARK Investment Management LLC, 2022. Data sourced from Glassnode. Some data may be subject to change over time since they are entity-adjusted in real time. 
Information as of June 28, 2022. For informational purposes only and should not be considered investment advice or a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold any particular 
security or cryptocurrency. Forecasts are inherently limited and cannot be relied upon.

Market Contagion Sets Bitcoin Into Capitulation

Despite Shocks To The Crypto Ecosystem, Bitcoin’s Fundamentals Appear To Be Stable

https://studio.glassnode.com/metrics?a=BTC&category=&m=mining.DifficultyLatest
https://studio.glassnode.com/metrics?a=BTC&c=usd&category=&m=mining.RevenueSum
https://studio.glassnode.com/metrics?a=BTC&category=&m=entities.ActiveCount
https://studio.glassnode.com/metrics?a=BTC&category=&m=transactions.TransfersVolumeEntityAdjustedSum
https://studio.glassnode.com/metrics?a=BTC&category=&m=supply.LthSum
https://studio.glassnode.com/metrics?a=BTC&category=&m=supply.LiquidIlliquidSum
https://studio.glassnode.com/metrics?a=BTC&category=&m=indicators.CddAccountBased
https://studio.glassnode.com/metrics?a=BTC&m=addresses.ActiveCount
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Bitcoin Is Valued Below Its Cost Basis For The First Time In Two Years

Bitcoin Metrics1 Unit June 2022 1M Change 1Y Change ARK’s View

Long-Term 
Valuation

Market Cost Basis
(Realized Price) USD $22,441 -5.42% +15.52% Neutral

Percent Supply in Profit pp 51.98% +10.1 pp -20.46 pp Bullish

Short-Term 
Valuation

Short-Term-Holder Cost Basis2
(STH Realized Price) USD $30,827 -3.16% -33.1% Neutral

Realized Market Returns2
(SOPR-1, 7-day moving average) pp -8.4% -2.7 pp -2.6 pp Bullish

Market
Sentiment

Perpetual Futures Basis
(Binance, Estimated, 7-Day Exponential Moving Average) pp -0.02% +0.01 pp +0.01 pp Bullish

Expirational Futures Basis
(Quarterly, All Exchanges, Annualized) pp 0.29% -3.24 pp -4.72 pp Bullish

[1] For more information on these metrics and their units of account, please read our Appendix: Glossary Of Terms on page 25 of this report.
[2] Data may be subject to change over time since it is entity-adjusted in real time via a machine-learning algorithm.
Source: ARK Investment Management LLC, 2022. Data sourced from Glassnode. Some data may be subject to change over time since they are entity-adjusted in real time. 
Information as of June 28, 2022. Perpetual futures basis was estimated internally on the basis of data from TradingView, and it is subject to change. For informational purposes 
only and should not be considered investment advice or a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold any particular security or cryptocurrency. Forecasts are inherently limited and 
cannot be relied upon.

Market Contagion Sets Bitcoin Into Capitulation

https://studio.glassnode.com/metrics?a=BTC&category=&m=indicators.RcapAccountBased
https://studio.glassnode.com/metrics?a=BTC&category=&m=supply.ProfitRelative
https://studio.glassnode.com/workbench/dd4d76e1-122d-4bcf-4e9e-6148ff59e944
https://studio.glassnode.com/metrics?a=BTC&category=&m=indicators.SoprAccountBased
https://studio.glassnode.com/metrics?a=BTC&category=&m=derivatives.FuturesAnnualizedBasis3M
https://studio.glassnode.com/metrics?a=BTC&m=addresses.ActiveCount
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Down 70% from its 
all-time high, bitcoin 
is trading at or below 
some of its most 
important levels: its 
200-week moving 
average, the general 
cost basis of the 
market (realized 
price), the cost bases 
of long-term (LTH) 
and short-term 
holders (STH), and 
its 2017 peak.

Trading below 
these levels is 
atypical and suggests 
extremely oversold 
conditions. Only four 
times in history has 
bitcoin traded below 
price levels relative to 
these means.

Market Contagion Pushes Bitcoin Below Its On-Chain Cost Basis

Market Contagion Sets Bitcoin Into Capitulation

Source: ARK Investment Management LLC, 2022. Data sourced from Glassnode. Information as of June 28, 2022. Data may be subject to change over time since it is entity-
adjusted in real time via a machine-learning algorithm. For informational purposes only and should not be considered investment advice or a recommendation to buy, sell, or 
hold any particular security or cryptocurrency. Forecasts are inherently limited and cannot be relied upon. 

ARK’s View: Bullish
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MVRV is the ratio of 
market cap and the 
cost bases (realized 
prices) of different 
market cohorts—in 
this case, long-term-
holders (LTH) and 
short-term-holders 
(STH).

Historically, global 
bottoms occur when 
the MVRV of short-
term holders exceeds 
the MVRV of long-
term holders. That 
condition has not 
been met, suggesting 
the potential for more 
downside.

Short-Term Holder MVRV Remains Above Long-Term Holder MVRV

Market Contagion Sets Bitcoin Into Capitulation

Source: ARK Investment Management LLC, 2022. Data sourced from Glassnode. Information as of June 28, 2022. Data may be subject to change over time since it is entity-
adjusted in real time via a machine-learning algorithm. For informational purposes only and should not be considered investment advice or a recommendation to buy, sell, or 
hold any particular security or cryptocurrency. Forecasts are inherently limited and cannot be relied upon. 

ARK’s View: Neutral
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The Puell Multiple, a 
measurement that 
compares daily miner 
revenue to its yearly 
average, assesses the 
level of earnings 
compression miners 
face.

This month, miners 
generated revenues 
only 45% of that for the 
last twelve months, 
breaching a threshold 
that usually correlates 
with market bottoms.

Bitcoin Miners Are Facing Significant Pressure And Seem To Be Capitulating

Market Contagion Sets Bitcoin Into Capitulation

Source: ARK Investment Management LLC, 2022. Data sourced from Glassnode. Information as of June 28, 2022. For informational purposes only and should not be considered 
investment advice or a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold any particular security or cryptocurrency. Forecasts are inherently limited and cannot be relied upon. 
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Net realized losses in 
bitcoin recently 
reached a 2-year low, 
breaching 0.5% for 
only the fourth time 
since 2013.

Historically, a 
percentage below 
0.5% has suggested 
capitulation.

Realized Net Losses Have Hit Historic Levels

Market Contagion Sets Bitcoin Into Capitulation

Source: ARK Investment Management LLC, 2022. Data sourced from Glassnode. Information as of June 28, 2022. For informational purposes only and should not be considered 
investment advice or a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold any particular security or cryptocurrency. Forecasts are inherently limited and cannot be relied upon. 
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Bitcoin’s net unrealized 
loss has hit a 3-year 
low, highlighting that 
its current market 
value is nearly 17% 
lower than that of its 
aggregate cost basis.

Historically, global 
bottoms have formed 
when losses hit 25%+.

Unrealized Net Losses Suggest Bitcoin Could Fall Further

Market Contagion Sets Bitcoin Into Capitulation

Source: ARK Investment Management LLC, 2022. Data sourced from Glassnode. Information as of June 28, 2022. For informational purposes only and should not be considered 
investment advice or a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold any particular security or cryptocurrency. Forecasts are inherently limited and cannot be relied upon. 

ARK’s View: Bearish
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Credit default swaps 
currently trade at 
levels close to the 
2020 COVID-19 market 
meltdown.1

A rise in credit default 
swaps signals a 
heightened risk 
of recession, as 
investors take out 
insurance against 
default.

If the Fed changes its 
hawkish rhetoric, 
credit default swaps 
should reverse.

Credit Default Swaps Have More Than Doubled Since September

[1] Per Bloomberg: “The Markit CDX North America Investment Grade Index is composed of 125 equally weighted credit default swaps on investment grade entities, distributed 
among six sub-indices: High Volatility, Consumer, Energy, Financial, Industrial, and Technology, Media & Tele-communications. Markit CDX indices roll every six months in March 
& September.”
Source: ARK Investment Management LLC, 2022. Data sourced from Bloomberg. Information as of June 28, 2022. For informational purposes only and should not be considered 
investment advice or a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold any particular security or cryptocurrency. Forecasts are inherently limited and cannot be relied upon.

Macro Conditions Are Weighing On Bitcoin’s Outlook

ARK’s View: Bearish
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A flattening yield curve 
suggests a recession 
and/or lower-than-
expected inflation.

When short- and long-
term instruments offer 
near-equivalent yields, 
investors are not 
rewarded for taking 
long-duration risks. 

The Yield Curve Is Flattening, Marking A Loss Of Confidence 
In The Economy’s Growth Outlook

Source: ARK Investment Management LLC, 2022. Data sourced from FRED. Information as of June 28, 2022. For informational purposes only and should not be considered 
investment advice or a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold any particular security or cryptocurrency. Forecasts are inherently limited and cannot be relied upon.

Macro Conditions Are Weighing On Bitcoin’s Outlook

ARK’s View: Bearish
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Gold and copper are 
not behaving as 
though inflation is a 
long-term threat. 
Copper has broken 
below a trading range, 
while gold has been in 
a trading range for 
nearly two years and 
now is at the low end 
of that range.

Historically, rising gold 
and copper prices 
have been leading 
indicators of sustained 
inflation.

Gold And Copper Price Action Suggests That Inflation Expectations Are Too High

Source: ARK Investment Management LLC, 2022. Data sourced from Nasdaq (1, 2). Information as of June 28, 2022. For informational purposes only and should not be considered 
investment advice or a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold any particular security or cryptocurrency. Forecasts are inherently limited and cannot be relied upon.

ARK’s View: Bullish

Macro Conditions Are Weighing On Bitcoin’s Outlook
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The Fed could change 
its tone as signs of 
recession increase and 
inflation expectations 
taper.

If the Fed continues to 
tighten, risk-on assets 
like bitcoin could 
continue to suffer. 

Source: ARK Investment Management LLC, 2022. Data sourced from Ycharts and federalreserve.gov. Information as of June 28, 2022. For informational purposes only and should 
not be considered investment advice or a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold any particular security or cryptocurrency. Forecasts are inherently limited and cannot be relied 
upon.

ARK’s View: Bullish

Macro Conditions Are Weighing On Bitcoin’s Outlook

As The Economy Shows Signs Of Recession, The Fed Could Change Its Hawkish Stance

Fed tightens policy with an “unconditional” 
commitment to 2% inflation, claiming the US 
economy is in “strong shape”

Longer Run

EoY 2022 and EoY 2024

EoY 2023

https://ycharts.com/indicators/effective_federal_funds_rate
https://www.federalreserve.gov/monetarypolicy/fomcprojtabl20220615.htm
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• Active Owners: An individual or organization managing the same set of addresses sending and receiving funds. Also known as active entities.
• Backwardation: Describes when futures trade at a price lower than spot, denoting bullish market sentiment.
• Contango: Describes when expirational futures contracts are trading at a price higher than spot, suggesting a bearish market environment.
• Cost Basis: The on-chain volume-weighted average price of the market, calculated by aggregating the value of all bitcoins in circulation at the time 

when they last moved. Also known as realized price or realized cap. 
• Difficulty: Computational power required to validate transactions in the network. “Exa-” and “tera-” hashes per second refer to units of account to a 

factor of 1018 and 1012, respectively.  Higher difficulty implies higher network security.
• Exchange Supply: The number of bitcoins held in addresses controlled by exchanges.
• Expirational Futures Basis: The difference between the price of spot and the price of expirational futures contracts.
• Futures Basis: The difference between the price of spot and the price of a perpetual or expirational contract.
• Locked Supply: The supply held by entities that have <25% probability of spending, as per their historical behavior. Also known as illiquid supply. 
• Long-term Holding and Holders (LTH): Related to supply last moved 155 days ago or more, the cutoff point at which the possibility of a bitcoin to 

remain unmoved increases drastically.
• Miner Revenue: The number of bitcoins (in USD value) block miners obtain for securing the network.
• MVRV Ratios: Market cap divided by different on-chain cost bases of the market, such as realized cap or short-term-holder realized cap.
• Net Realized Profit/Loss (NRPL): The difference between realized profit and realized loss, normalized by market cap.
• Net Unrealized Profit/Loss (NUPL): The difference between unrealized profit and unrealized loss, normalized by market cap. It measures current 

value relative to the aggregate cost basis (realized cap) of the market to determine how much the network is in profit or loss.
• Perpetual Futures Basis: The difference between the price of spot and the price of non-expirational futures contracts.
• Puell Multiple: Miner revenue (USD) divided by the 365-day moving average of miner revenue (USD). It measures miner earnings relative to their 

yearly average.
• Realized Returns: The ratio reached by dividing the average price of bitcoins spent that day by the average price when they last moved. In essence, it 

is the ratio between price sold and price bought for the coins that moved that day. Also known as spent output ratio, or SOPR. 
• Short-term Holding and Holders (STH): Related to supply that moved in the last 155 days, the cutoff point at which the possibility for a bitcoin to

move again increases drastically.
• Supply in Profit: The percentage of bitcoins currently at a higher price compared to the price at which they last moved.
• Time-weighted Turnover: The number of bitcoins traded that day, multiplied by the amount of time each coin had remained dormant. Also known as 

coindays destroyed.
• Transaction Volume: The number of bitcoins that changed hands on any given day.

Glossary Of Terms

Information as of June 28, 2022.
For informational purposes only and should not be considered investment advice or a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold any particular security or cryptocurrency.
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